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A mathematical model is analyzed describing the dynamics of the open reaction 
~ Sl ~ S2~' catalyzed by the enz:~e E(A, B), the two forms of which A and Bare 

r A EB 
subjected to covalent modification in the cycle A ~ B --+ A with the involvement 
of the modifier enzymes EA and EB' It is assumed in the analysis that B form is 
catalytically inactive, that the reagents Sl and S2 inhibit the inactivating en-
zyme EA (competitively or noncor.1petitively with respect to one another), and -chat. 
the enzymes A, EA, and EB may be saturated by their substrates. It is shown that 
the reaction ~ Sl ~ S2 under derinite conditions represents a nearly ideal gener-
ator of relaxational autooscillations or' a trigger. Asymptotic formulas are de-
rived for the amplitude and pe~iod of oscillations of the variables determining 
these quantities with a relati~e error on the order of several perce~~ages. On 
the basis of the introduced criterion of autogenerator quality the studied reac-
tion is compared with biochemical relaxational autogenerators based OT:' -che direct 
allosteric regulation of oligoce~ enzymes E(R, T). This comparison demonstrated 
the substantial advantage of a ;:egulator equation based on nonequilibriwn, cyclic 
transitions A=B. compared witl'. equilibrium transitions of the conformers ](=T 

of the allosteric oligomer E(R, T). 

In recent years the mechanisr.1s of the cyclic covalent modification of enz:ymes [1-'-': nave 
attracted special interest. This is because the activi-cies of enzymes occupying strategiC 
positions in cellular metabolism, as a rule, are cOT:'trolled by such mechanisms specificaiiy 
and not by the simple eqt:ili brium bineing of allosteric ligands v.'i ~r: target enzvmes r l-~, . 
This is explained by the fact that ~he cycle of covalent modification due to ~he loss o~ a:-
ergy in the recirculation of the orLho form of the enzyme in the or-cho ~ mete -+ ortho c\'cl.e 
is capable of providing for a substantia:;'}y greater amplification of r.he signa~ _~.c.;, '"rIS 

mechanism of equilibrium binding [3-;:. This is apparently why weak Signals received i~0::, 

the environment by the receptors 0: cell membranes are amplified b:: cascades of cm',:::lent. 
modification [1-4J. 

It may be assumed that the function of amplifying weak signals received by receptc~s 
and circulated in negative. feed-bact: loops providing for cellular r.omeost.2.sis is not t!-lS sole 
function in cellular organization. :heoretical papers [10-14J have examined different \c.r:an~: 
of models describing the dY:1amics 0:: a system containing cycles of the covalent modi:;'ica~ior; c; 
enzymes. It was shown that oscillations [12, 13] and trigger phenomena [10, 11, 14J C2T 

arise in such systems. Insofar as sicilar nonlinear phenomena are observed in bioche~i~c~ 
systems without involvement of cycles of covalent modification, it is of interest to deter-
mine the advantages a biochemical systerr: acquires upon the transition from d:i~-ect. allo.s;::e~:c 

regulation to homologous regulation mediated by covalent modification. 

The present paper invest.igates a nathematical model describing the dynamics of an ops:! 
reaction, whose enzyme E(A, B) unde~goes a cyclic Cl\.~B) covalent modifjcation. 

KINETlC MODEL 

We shall examine an open enzym,:::tic reaction 
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.~ ~hich the transformation of substrate S: into product 5~ is catalJzed by the two forms A 
~:.-::3 or the enzyme E(A, B), '"hile the interconversion or forms A and B is catalyzed by the 
2;"',Z:.TIes of covalent modification EB and EA (scheme 1). We make the following assumptions. 

L. Form B is catalytically inactive. 

51 and S2 are inhibitors of enzyme EA; moreover, S. and S2 compete with one another 
'.;'ith A. 

~ The total concentration of enzyme E is at least an order of magnitude less than the 
'.::.:en1:rations of r:eagents 51 and 52' while the total concentrations of t.A and EB are at least 
-,' ~::der of magnitude lo'.;'er than the total concentration of enzyme E. 

The rates of the individual stages of scheme (1; can be approximated by the following 
e:_·...:.~--=ions 

VA = V.j ____ -;-_..1.--co-_~----;--
'K ...L A) (11 _ 51 ...L 5, ')' ' 
\ .-1 , '}' ,-

\ r 1 1\ i~ 

(2) 

' .. :--'2::2 Vi and v 2 are the rates of exchange of Sl and 52 wit.h the medium, v is the rate of the 
.\ EB E 

::",,,:~ion S~ -, S~; VB and VA are the rates of the modification reactions B---..A and A -.:::: B; Eo 
~3 ~he total concentration of enZ~,The E; KS' KA, and KB are the Michaelis constant.s of the en-
="::2S A, E, and EA; Kil and Ki2 are the inhibition constants of enzyme EA; K1 and K2 are the 

::",::2 constants of ~S, and S,=; K is the rate constant of the reaction S A 
1- s~ . 

S. The enzymes A, EA, and EB are easily saturated by their substrates. This means that 
~A~' « 1, kB/Eo « 1, KS/Ki1 « 1. 

o. The catalytic activity of the enzymes EA and EB is of the same order of magnitude 
2'.:: is several orders of magnitude lo\o/er than the activity of enzyme A, i.e., VA ~ VB « kE o ' 

7. The inhibition of EA by 51 is weak, such that Ki2/Ki1 « 1. 

8. Reaction (1) occurs in medium of ideal mixing under isothermic conditions. 

Provided assumptions 1 and 2 are met, reaction (1) is equivalent to the reaction 

the substrate Sl and product S2 of which are indirect activators of enzyme E(A, B). 

~~THEMATICAL MODEL 
Considering the assumptions made, the occurrence of reaction (1) in time is described by 

the system of equations 
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dS1 =V - v )1 
d t 1 , 

dS2 = V _ v l 
d t 2' I 

~~ =VB- VA, J 

in which Sl' S2' and A denote the concentrations of the corresponding substances. 

(3) 

To facilitate the analysis of s:stem (3), we introduce the dimensionless variables and 
parameters: 

V 
V=--

kEo ' 

~K.i. 
X 2 = --' . 

kEo 

S2 
aq~-- , 

• K· 
" 

y -~ 
1m - kEo ' 

kA 
XA=--, 

Eo 
}\. ,. 

E·1=x.' 
" 

1'. 
V"n! :=. -.-. , 

, kEo 

kB 
XB =--, 

Eo 

In the new variables, system (3) assumes the form 

dCio + £1--' = \' - Yonan Yom. d']; ,.-

da I-a 
£0--=-----
.• d ']; >:}3 -;- 1 - a 

"'here '\' = __ a_a~l,--_ 
Xs + a1 

ra 

( .' ."') 

(5) 

\1 is the dimensionless rate of the ::eaction Sl --+ S2' According to "::fie assumptions n;ads, '." 
model (5) 

When the first two inequalities of ~6) are met, model (5) has a slo~ variable 01' a ias":: _ 
and a super-fast a. Thus, using ,,::je ~imit transition E2 --+ 0, onE can forego considera~icn 
of the behavior of model (5) at supe::-brief times T - E 2 " Established during these tines ~s 
the quasi-steady state value a = 0., :ieLermined by the root of the equa.tion 

1-::: _____ r_a _____ = 0, 

The limit transition E2 ~ 0 reduces system (5) to a second order model 

where 

/ -; i 
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~lg. 1. Dependence 
A of enzyme E(A, B) 
c rom ~q. (11) for r 
:ndicated in figure. 
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of relative quasi-steady state concentration a of active form 
upon function of relationship q = (1 + a 1 + 02)/r, constructed 

3 and four values of relative :'!ichaelis constants "'A="'B , 

?ig. 2. ~tepwise character of dependence of relative quasi-steady state rate of 
reaction v upon concentration of substrate ~1 at various concentrations of prod-
~c[ ~a) and upon concentration of product 02 at various values of 01 (b). Values 
of 02 (a) and 01 (b) indicated in figures. Curves constructed using Eqs. (9-11) 
:or %, =%lJ =%s ,= 10-3, r=,] 

__ ~he quasi-steady state ~aiue of the rate v. Equation (7) determines the major nonline-
2r:.::: of reaction (1), i.e., the dependence of a t:pon the relative activity of the enzymes 
_ a~i EA, represented by the function 

(10 ) 

" ?_.::t:. of this dependence, constructed from the inverse function q(Ci) , 

(11 ) 

__ ~resented in Fig. 1. As apparent from the figure, a plot of the function ~(q) at small 
,~~j %8 is of a stepwise character with a steepness 

51] = (C:;) _-------
'd (3-- 3--'3 

\ q q=q* ,}' "'A + 1 ;, B) 

at the point of inflection with coordinates 

3--

,~1 +xB+l "'1"'A 
q= 3---' 

I +xA +1 "'A"'B 
ct' ::::::=: ---::3~.=--=--=-

I -;--"} xB/xA 

(12) 

(13, 14) 

~quations (12-14) are calculated with consideration of the smallness of the relative Michaelis 
constants %..1. and %n according to asswnption 5. Because of the stepwise character of the func-
tion a(q), the dependence of the rate v upon a 1 and 02 is also of a stepwise character (Fig. 
2), The steepness of the plots of Veal) and V(02) at the points of inflection is determined 
by the expressions 

\;here when %s«cr, (asswnption 5) 

adr SlC/. --"-"--- q, 

"'s+a1 

SlY I ste;-
0, --' - "., ~ 

r 

(15 ) 

(16) 

(17, 18) 
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Fig. 3. a) Quasi-steady state input characteristics of reaction (1): dependence 
of dimensionless rate v upon concentration of substrate 0 1 when conditions (23) 
are met at X,,=XB =%,=10-3, , r = 3, x2=1, v 2m = 1. b) D'iscontinuous limit 
cycle C [heavy line (ab'ba')] encompassing hysteretic region of input character-
istic curve \1(0 1 ), a and b are points of discontinuity, while a' and b' are 
points of decline in the representative point (01' \,). The regions ab' and bat 
are jumps in rate, while the regions ala and bIb are interv~ls of slow quasi-
steady state drift in the representative point. The curve V(Ol) is constructed 
for values of parameters indicated for the left plot. Cycle C corresponds to the 
regimen of autooscillations in ,,·hich E2 and E1 ~ O. 

The coordinates of the inflection points of the curves ~(01) and ~(02) are determined in :e~ms 
of q'" and a'~ by the expressions 

, '\ - '::- / 

The linear shift to the left of the abscissa of the inflection point 0; of the plot of '=2) 
with increase in 0 1 with an unaltered ordinate of this point ~* creates a linear depende~:e 
of the unstable quasi-steady state rate ~; upon the concentration 0 1 (see Fig. 3a) and mE.~-,e5 
it possible to approximate with high precision model (8) with a much simpler piece,,;ise ~~~_~E.c
model. 

In spite of the exclusion of the super-fast variable el, model (8) still contains t~e 
variable O 2 , the rate of change of which is -1/E 1 ~imes greater than the rate of change 
0 1 , This makes it possible to comple:e s~ill another ~~Dit transition E J - 0, reducing 
to a first order model 

~ ~ 

in which v is the value of v sa~isfying the condition of quasi-steady state for 02: 

This equation is equivalent to the system 

I-a 
0-----

I y..4-7- 1 - a 
__ 0-__ =0, 

x A +0-

V-X~(J2+V2m=0, 

0-0, _\'= 0, 
%5 -i- 0, 

which when 0 1 = const may have from one to three positive roots determinillb the v&lues c~ 
T11a;;;ks to this I the quasi -steady state input characteristic of reaction (]) - the depenc:s:- ~" 
2f v upon 0 1 - is of a hysteretic character (Fig. 3a). This nonlinearity of the functic-
v(Ol) has the result that under specifi: conditions (Fig. ~) relaxE.tion~J autoo~~~11atic~5 
appear in reaction (l) (Fig. 5). wnen E, « [1 « 1 such oscillations ill t.he !,lalle (" " 
correspond to the discontinuous limit cycle C, shown in Fig. 3b (cyc!t, ;ll,'La'). 
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7:g. 4. Paralnetric portrait of model (5). In region 1 reaction (1) has a single 
'Instable steady state and a single discontinuous limit cycle. In region 2 reac-
::'ion (1) represents a trigger with two stable steady states. In Legions 3 and 4 the re-
action has a single stable state in which v = 0 (region 3) or v:;: I (region 4) • 

.5"ig. 5. Autooscillations of variables of model (5) at parameter values corre-
sponding to region ~ i:1 Fig. 4. Curves obtained by numerical integration (5) by 
Calahan method of fourth order precision [15] with ?recision of integration at 
step '_ = 10- 4 , €.l _'i 10- 3 , %.-i.=rcB=lO-:'\. x,=O. Vlm=IJ.3. ~2="v2m=1, r = 3. 

Thus, Jepending upon the desired precision of descr:?tion of the behavior at super-brief 
____ brief times, Leaction (1) can be represented either by the initial third order model (5), 
b~ 3 second order model (8), or, finally, by a first order model (21). This latter model 
ma~es it possible to obtain approximate analytical expressions for the amplitudes and period 
OI relaxat:onal oscillation of variables. 

APPROXIMATE FORMULAS FOR AMPLITUDES OF RELL~~TIONAL OSCILLATIONS 

~odel (21) still contains two small parameters %A and %B, upon which the solution of sys-
::'2:::' '-:::3) and the form of the characteristic curve v(o:) depend (Fig. 3a). The smallness of 

and Xu makes it possible to obtain approximate expressions for the coordinates of the ex-
_~e::;a of the characteristic curve ~(Ol) (points a and b in Fig. 3b) and fer the coupled coor-
<i:::ates of the so-called "decline points" (points a I and b' in Fig, 3b). 

Regior.s of rapid movement ab' and ba ' along the limit cycle C surrounding the hysteretic 
region of the characteristic curve ~(Ol) terminate at the decline points. 

We note that function (11) is the product of two hyperbolic functions such that 

a(I+y.s) 
q .=::: when a -4-0, 

xA+a 

1 + xB-a 
q ~ when a ->- 1. 

(1 + xA) (1 -ct.) 

~ 

Erom which there follow the two asymptotics for a: 

a = __ qx-,-A,,--_ 

I+xs-q 
1 + Xs - (I ~ x A ) q 

a= 

(2-'1) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

Ignoring %8«1 in the expression for V, Eq. (9), we obtain the two asymptotics of the vari-
and of Eq. (22) 

(28) 

(29) 



The solution of these quadratic equations for 02 makes it possible to determine approxi-
mate expressions for the values of the variables 01' 0z, and ~ at the four points of the cycle 
a, b', b, and a' shown in Fig. 3b: 

where 

U2,!,= 

ry.~ - 1 + "'2m - XA 
G,e' =--'-------

2 2X2 

1 -:- ala - r/y..~ .....l- Rb 
2 I 2Y~2 

Rb=l-['.,. -1 +x~(l +aw-rx,~lF-4rxBx2' 

Pc == l' f:-:~ - "zm -- x~ (rx~ -- 1 - alOW

-- 4%c [Y",; (rx~ -- 1 -- alb) + XA (l +- all»J. 

(:';0) 

1:33 ) 

1:36 ) 

(39) 

The coordinates of poin~s a and b a~e determined from the conditions of the multiplicity ,-
the roots of Eqs. (28) and (29). The amplitudes of the oscillations of the variables ars 
calculated from the obt~ined coordi~2~es 

Aa,=a!a-a!b, 

. ..4 0 :=== a2b'-a2a~, 

ASYMPTOTIC FOIfrillLAS FOR THE OSCILLATION PERIOD 
As apparent from Fig. 3b, cords bb' and a'a run very close to analogous contracted ~~' 

gions of slow drift in the characteristic curve ~(al)' This makes it possible to a~proxir.c:~ 
these regions with the cords and to ~educe the problem of calculating the period of osci __ ~' 
tions La in model (21) to the integral 

lG == .\ ______ d_a~I~~ __ _ 

c "lin - xlal -.v (al ) 

taken from the closed contour C, forDed by the rectangle ab'ba' (Fig. 3b). 
termodiate calculations, we obtain '[he following expression for the period 

1')7') 

Omi tting tIlE ..:.,.- -



where 

'to 
/5-

o 0,5 

Fig. 6 

o 0,5 1,0 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 6. Comparison of oscillation period lO obtained by 
direct integration of model (5) (circles) with period cal-
culated from asymptotic Eq. (4). 

Fig. 7. Quasi-steady state input characteristics of reac-
tion '~(oJ constructed for initial model (1) (curve 1), for 
noncompetitive inhibition of enzYTIe EA by reagents S: and 
3 2 (curve 2), and in absence of inhibition of EA by sub-
strate S: (curve 3). Curves constructed by numerical solu-
tion of system (23) in which q was deiined by Eqs. (10), 
(51), and (52) - curves 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Param-
eter valc.:es: XA =XB=XS= 10-3, r=3 

a~= 
\'~., - \'(1 

(44) 

~o estimate the precision with which Eq. (43) defines the period of relaxational fluctuations 
of the initial model (5), the period of the established fluctuations in this model at various 
values of the parameters vIm and x. was compared with the period calculated from Eq. (44). 
To do this model (5) was integrated numerically by Calahan's fourth order method [15] for the 
solution of rigorous systems of differential equations. The selection of this method was 
conditioned by the fact that the rigidity of model (5) at the parameter values used in the 
computational experiments comprised ~105. The stepwise relative error of integration was 
taken as 10- 4 • The period was calculated in the course of integration with the same error. 
The results of the comparison of the quantities obtained by the numerical integration of 
model (5) and by Eq. (44) are presented in Fig. 6 and in Table 1. 

It follows from this comparison that the asymptotic Eq. (44) at small values of the 
parameters c l' c2' XA, XB and Xs gives lO values some\,hat smaller (by several percentages) 
compared with those obtained by the direct integration of model (5). 

In the special case of x,=O 
to use the much simpler equation 

instead of the cumbersome Eq. (44),it is more convenient 

Aa,Av 
To=~~----~----~~-(v;,. -Vlm) (V lm - ;::,.) 

(45) 

This equation, obtained bl ap£roximation of the regions of slow movement of the characteristic 
curve V(Ol) by the lines v = Va(Ol ~ alb) and ""::: ( -cr) has about the same precision 

V=\'b' CT,? ,b , 
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TABLE 1. Comparison of Experimental Values and Period of 
Oscillations (ToN, To) of Hodel (5) Determined by Numerical 
Integration and by AS)111ptotic Formulas 

Value of Numerical integration of Calcula tion from asymptotic !Relative er-
parame- model (5) . formulas (31, 34,44) . ror I 

"lma~ "2;min I, I I 

1 6, ~o ter 'Kz TON ala alb ~o 
I 

1,0 0.909 0,1005 3.315 0,891 0.109 3,314 -0,1 
1,1 1.005 0,271 3.015 0,987 0,286 2,981 -J,1 
1,2 1,085 0,417 ::.754 1,067 0,433 2,704 -1.8 
1,3 1,154 0,540 2.533 1,135 0,557 2,471 -2,5 
1,4 1,213 0,645 ~.345 1,193 0.664 <J 0-') -3,1 _1-'1 ..... 

1,5 1.~64 0,738 ~.IS4 1,244 0,756 2,100 -3.8 
1,6 1.309 0,818 2,043 1,289 0,836 1,950 -4.6 
1,7 1,348 0,888 1,920 1,328 0,907 1,819 -5.3 

Note. Integration performed by Calahan's method of fourth 
order precision [15J ~ith integration precision per step of 
«10- 4 at El = E2 = 10- 3 ; Xl = 0; v lm = 0.5; "A=XB="S 

10- 3 , r = 3, v2m = 1. 

as Eq. (44), so long as the small parameters of model (5) are in fac~ small. Equation (45) 
~ithin the limJ..t of Y,A~Xr+-O aSSlL':1eS the very simple form 

or in dimensional form 

This Eq. (46) also introduces a marked errcr, predicting (at the parameter values presentee 
in Table 1) a roughly 20% larger pe-i~~ 'Chan the true period. However, such an error is mere 
than compensated for by the great S~~?~~city of Eq. (46), permitting ~he rapid estimation ~f 
the magnitude of Lo or To' 

ASSEss:·rEt';I OF QUALITY OF ATUOGENERATOR 

'" As apparent from the family of input characteristic curves vCc:} :":: Fig. 3, the form c: 
this characteristic curve is close to the ideal hysteretic nonlenearit~ used in electronic 
systems to generate relaxational oscillations and create trigg~: : "';'i;:!ens. 

In order to estimate the similaric:y of scheme (1) to the ideal re::"azational autogenerator 
and to be able to compate it to other schemes, we introduce the coeff~cient of quality 

as the product of the coefficient of instability (Uv ) and the coefficien~ of substrate ut~li
zation (US), defined by the relationships 

(49, SJ) 

Here /',v is the interval of unstable \-alues of the reaction rate, V is the mil:·:imum reactior; 
rate, AS and Smax are the amplitude and maximum of the substrate concentration in the estab-
lished oscillatory regimen. By definition all coefficients are postiive and do not exceed 
unity. Only in the ideal case KQ = Kv = KS = 1. 

Mechanism (1) at the small parameter values indicated in Fig. 32 has 
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Such high quality of scheme (1) is inaccessible for th hccologous mechanism of direct allo-
steric activation of the enzyme F(R, T) by product [16 - theoretically it might be obtained 
<ml'/ !,.,;hen the activating centers number -500. A much ower quality of KQ = 0.23-0.3 is pos-
sible for the more widespread case of direct allosteric regulation of the tetrameric enzyme 
with four or eight activating centers. 

For a comparison of scheme (1) with its possible variants, Fig. 7 presents in addition 
to the characteristic curve ~(a1) of this scheme (curve 1) the analogous characteristic curves 
for its two modifications (curves 2 and 3). 

The characteristic curve presented by curve 2 in Fig. j is constructed for the case of 
the noncompetitive inhibition of enzyme EA by reagents S: and S2' In this case the ratio 
function in models (8) and (21) has the form 

~hile the coefficient of quality with other conditions equal is markedly higher: KO 0.85. 
The attainment of such quality by the mechanism of direct allosteric regulation [16T would 
require a fantastic nlli~ber of activating centers na - 10 3 • 

Curve 3 in Fig. 7 presents a case of the absence of i~hibition of EA by substrate Sl 
(indirect activation of E(A, B) by substrate Sl is absen~). In this case the ratio function* 

q=(l+ u,)/r (52) 

~nd ~he coefficient of quality compared with the base-line model is sharply reduced at KO = 
0.08. The scheme o~ indirect activation of E(A, B) ~y product S described by Martiel and 
Goldbeter [13 J has the same low quality (KO < 0.10). In ~his scheme a quadratic product of 
2c:ivation of ES is used instead of the intiibition of EA. and the indirect activation by sub-
strate S: is ignored. 

Thus, in the absence of indirect substrate activ2-cicn, mechanism (1) does not realize 
the potentials offered by a cycle of enzyme covalent mcdi~ication, i.e., its quality is much 
lower than in the mechanism of reaction with direct product activation of an allosteric 
tetramer (Kq = 0.25). 

It is interesting to note that the possible ancienc evclutionary precursor of mechanism 
(1) - a reaction with t~e isosteric product activation of an oligomeric enzyme [16] with pro-
tooers numbering n = '" - has a very 1m, quality KQ = :J. OS. 

DISCUSSION 

Thus, analysis of reaction (1) with an indirect p::oduc-c activation of t;-",e enzyme E(A, B) 
by both reagents permits an unambiguous answer to the question raised in the introduction 
concerning the possible advantages of mechanism (1) compared with the homologous mechanism 
of direct allosteric regulation of the oligomer E(R, T) [16]. 

The main advantage amounts to a sharp increase in the quality of the autogenerator KQ 
after replacement of the mechanism of direct allosteric regulation of the oligomeric enzyme 
E(R, T) [16] by a mechanism of indirect regulation mediated by the cycle of covalent modifi-
cation A~B of enzyme E(A, B). The increase in quality from KQ = 0.23 ... 0.3 to Kq = 
0.77 ... 0.85 occuring after this substitution is equivalent to an increase by two orders of 
magnitude in the number of allosteric activating centers na in the oligomer E(R, T), replac-
ing E(A, B) with a retention of quality. At the same time a high quality is attained in 
mechanism (1) only during the combined inhibitory competitive (KQ = 0.77) or noncompetitive 
(kQ = 0.85) action of both reagents on the inactivating enzyme EA' And although the inhibi-
tory action of Sl on EA is not necessary for the generation of autooscillation and trigger 
regimens, its exception (Kil ~ 00) leads to the loss of the main advantage of mechanism (1): 
The quality is lower (KQ = 0.08) than in the homologous mechanism of reaction catalyzed by 
the tetramer E(R, T) (KQ = 0.23). 

Another advantage of mechanism (1), based on covalent modification, is the fact that 
enzymes providing the simplest hyperbolic kinetics can be used as E(A, B), EA, and EB for the 

:"In case (52) KS should everyw'her8 replace Kil in the expression for dimensionless parameters 
(4). Therefore, in particular, %0=1, 
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physical realization of this mechanism. In other words, these enzymes do not necessarily 
have to be oligomers consisting of a large number of subunits or oligomers at all. This 
property of mechanism (1) may be extremely important when it is used as part of a biotechno-
logical device based on the enzyme immobilization, as enzymes lacking a complex labile qua-
ternary structure should be much more stable than subunit- enzymes. 

Mechanism (1), of course, has its faults. First, this mechanism is more complex - it 
involves at least three enzymes (E(A, B),EA and EB) instead of the one E(R, T) in the allo-
steric homologue [16]. Second, the energy dissipated in the A~B.cycle must be expended for 
the regulation of E(A, B). By Stadtman's estimation [1], a significant fraction of the ATP 
flux generated by the energy metabolism of Escherichia coli is expended for the covalent 
modification of glutamine synthetase. And, finally, in mechanims (1) hierarchical relation-
ships between enzyme concentrations (assumption 3) must be observed to ensure a high quality. 
And although a hierarchy of enzyme concentrations is in fact observed in the cascade control-
ling the glycogen cycle [17], the reali::ation of this hierarchy requires special and, possibly, 
complex mechanisms regulating the s~~thesis and breakdown of enzymes. 

In conclusion it should be noted that mechanism (1) belongs to a broad class of polyenzy-
matic systems whose regulation is based on the recirculation of matter in closed catalytic 
cycles. Coenzyme pairs such as ATP/ADF, ~AD+/NADH, NADP+/NADPH, acetyl-CoA/CoA, etc., that 
are mathematicailly equivalent to en=:::::es, can act in place of enzymes as A/B forms in polyen-
zymatic systems. An analogue of Eq. (~) can be written for each such pair (assuming a low 
rate of flux through the A~B cycle compared with the rates of A~B exchange). In this 
case, as shown in their time by spec:'..e.::' investigations [18, 19], stoichiometric A~B cycles 
incorporated in a system of stoichioDetric connections of polyenzymatic systems may be respon-
sible for a multitude of diverse non::'inear phenomena: the stepwise or hysteretic dependence of 
of the reaction rate upon substrate 0:: coenzyme concentration, relaxational oscillations and 
trigger transitions, and the stabili=a::-.ion of coenz)~e concentrations. And just as the balance 
between A and B defined by Eq. (7) gi \'es rise in reaction (1) to a stepwise dependence of the 
relative concentration A(a) upon the :·elative enzyme activity EA!EB(q), an analogous step"\dse 
dependence arises in polyenzymatic syster:1s: for example, the relative concentration of ATP 
(a 3 ) or its equivalent, the energy charge q=(ATP+O.5ADP)/(AMP---;-.-'l.DP+ATP) is dependent in 
a stepwise manner upon the relative activity of ATPase [18]. In both mechanism (1) and in 
polyenzymatic systems the insertion c: the cycle A=B into a positive feedback loop gives 
rise to hysteresis, autooscillations, and triger phenomena [18, 19]. 

The authors are grateful to E. f. S~~ol' and his associates for assistance in the compu-
tational work, as well as E. L. Sheve::'ev for useful discussions and R. R. Chulkova for assis-
tance with the computer. 
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